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From the creators of Doodle Devil and Robot Unicorn Rescue, Color Guys brings you a fun, casual game in the tradition of Bubble Pop and Downward. The 2D puzzle platformer is full of beautiful graphics, color, cute creatures and enjoyable game mechanics. This game is best played in
pairs, and it will keep you and your friend entertained for hours. In each level, you'll need to guide a team of a Yellow Guy and a Blue Guy through four different worlds. Your task will be to make your way through obstacles and traps to reach the end of the level. The adventure will be full

of challenges and puzzles and you will need to help your buddy navigate through obstacles to get to the finish line. Color Guys is a fun puzzle game for two players to play together and get you and your friend entertained for hours. Game features: • Simple but full of challenges. •
Amazing and exciting puzzles. • Beautiful color graphics. • An interactive mini-game. • Fantastic graphics and music. • Offline, play anywhere anytime. • Variety of characters for you to use. • Fun and casual. Thank you for your time and we hope you enjoy Color Guys. If you enjoy this

game, please consider leaving a rating and sharing with your friends. You can find the game on the App Store. Oh, and if you want to contact me directly you can do so at Features (subpages are random): * An action-puzzler game. * Challenging and engaging. * A great game for playing
with friends. * Beautiful graphics and sound effects. * Two characters to play with. * One dynamic game, two unique characters! * Interactive puzzles. * Level progression and character improvement. * Awesome bonus levels! * Two touch screen controls. Monetization - Free to play (in-
app purchases). Privacy Policy - We respect your privacy. Your privacy is very important to us and we will not disclose any information to third parties. - We use your personal information to send you notifications about updates to the app. - We use your Google account to maintain your

progress in the game. - You may at any time access and update your personal information by tapping the

Features Key:
Coastal Superiority: RPG getaway of the seas - outwit and outrun ruthless pirates, sea monsters, tropical microbes and more to reach safety aboard the High SeasDream and wonder!With six new mission seas, you can plan a daring escape in 3D with bigger, better, and more action-

packed worlds.
Cinematic Finale: Master the camera with advanced shooting options; battlefield movie effects, augmented reality view and more to add flair and magic to your flick

Soundtrack Features: Music driven, ocean-shattering sounds in every sea. Once Upon a Time features the original soundtrack to the Game. Hippier sounds for the Cute and Mermaid Seas and more rockin' and hard-boppin' for the Pirate Seas

Key Features:

Legends: Play as any of the six different characters with their unique skills. From a skilled swashbuckler to a deadly warrior to a wise witch, which hero will you be?
Treasure Hunting: Craft treasures to help you stay alive through the traps and monsters of the seas
Futuristic City Life: Using proximity sensors, your Divers-Bot efficiently snaps photos of dynamic objects and faces. From there, it will guide you to dive favorites like new missions and treasure
Survival is Everything: Find powerful new weapons and armors, build a Shelter, craft better gear, and repair damaged gear as you make your way through each of the Missions
Exploring: Discover underwater missions, find new skills and special items, explore ancient ruins, and fight rogue avians
Battle Beasties: From the Kraken and Ghostship to the Planesapion and more, join in the fight against top-level sea monsters

Is it safe to drive a boat?

Launch trailer:
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